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Design and Configuration of Cloud Environments provides 
you with a fully configured development, test and 
production cloud environment (landing zone), suitable 
for the building and deployment of workloads into 
private clouds (VMware, IBM Private Cloud) or public 
clouds (AWS, Azure, GCP or Alibaba). These cloud 
environments will be suitable for hosting and scaling 
multiple applications.

What is the Design and 
Configuration of Cloud 
Environments?
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What do you use it for?

Many organisation understand the need to move to the cloud, but 
they often have concerns with it. Our solution solves a number 
of those concerns and provides the design and configuration of 
development, test and production environments that are suitable 
for hosting and scaling multiple applications. This will support your 
cloud journey when you:

• Lack the necessary skills, time and resource to design and 
configure multiple private and public cloud environments and 
struggle to integrate them into existing environments

• Lack standardised, repeatable, secure cloud deployments that 
slow down delivery and hinder ability to hit business goals 

• Have a number of non-standardised cloud deployments which 
create risk against businesses’ compliance and security policies

What is the service?

This service ensures that the 
configuration and design phase of your 
cloud rollout is delivered to meet the 
business deadlines. Project leaders 
and cloud consultants deliver the 
environments accompanied by:

• Environmental requirements

• Cloud environment HLD

• Foundation setup: a formation 
template for landing zone creation

• Compute deployment setup: a 
formation template for the creation 
of the IaaS instances and PaaS 
services identified in the HLD

• Cloud security review

• Access to an MVP landing zone

• Delivery status report
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What’s in it for you?

• Tried and tested methodology accelerating delivery and 
reducing risk

• Rapidly delivers a configured, secure landing zone to migrate 
applications into
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We will provide the subject matter experts to deliver the cloud 
environments. They will carry out the following activities:

• Carry out a Cloud Environment Readiness Assessment based on 
the output from an Application Assessment which you will have 
completed prior to using this service

• Select a public or private cloud type for hosting

• Configure the environments

• Configure your cloud environment connectivity

• Proceed with automated testing and validate the environment 
setup and sign off

• Produce a report of the various configurations

• Conduct a handover session

What’s included in Design 
and Configuration of Cloud 
Environments?
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Vodafone Group is one of the world’s largest telecommunications 
companies and provides a range of services including voice, 
messaging, data and fixed communications. Vodafone Group has 
mobile operations in 25 countries, partners with mobile networks 
in 42 more and fixed broadband operations in 19 markets. As of 31 
December 2018, Vodafone Group had approximately 700 million 
mobile customers and 21 million fixed broadband customers, 
including all of the customers in Vodafone’s joint ventures and 
associates.

By connecting people, places and things, Vodafone Business helps 
businesses of all sizes to succeed in a digital world. Our expertise 
in connectivity, together with our leading IoT platform, multi-cloud 
solutions, digital services and global scale, delivers the results 
customers need to help them progress and thrive. We are a trusted 
partner to businesses of all sectors and public services around the 
world, and work side by side with them to understand the unique 
challenges they face and the goals they want to achieve.

For more information, please visit: www.vodafone.com/business 

Why Vodafone?

www.vodafone.com/business
Vodafone Group 2019. This document is issued by 
Vodafone in confidence and is not to be reproduced 
in whole or in part without the express, prior written 
permission of Vodafone. Vodafone and the Vodafone 
logos are trademarks of the Vodafone Group. Other 
product and company names mentioned herein may 
be the trademark of their respective owners. The 
information contained in this publication is correct 
at the time of going to print. Any reliance on the 
information shall be at the recipient’s risk. No member 
of the Vodafone Group shall have any liability in respect 
of the use made of the information. The information 
may be subject to change. Services may be modified, 
supplemented or withdrawn by Vodafone without prior 
notice. All services are subject to terms and conditions, 
copies of which may be provided on request.

It is delivered as a service, with 
flexible scope, varying service tiers 
and competitive pricing that can 
be consumed in a cloud-friendly 
way. 

Next steps

If you want to discover more about Design and Configuration  
of Cloud Environments, please contact your Account Manager.

http://www.vodafone.com/business
http://www.vodafone.com/business

